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Dynamical Outcomes of Quenching:  
Reflections on a Conical Intersection 
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Philadelphia, PA 19104-6323 USA 
 
Abstract 
This review focuses on experimental studies of the dynamical outcomes following 
collisional quenching of electronically excited OH A 26+ radicals by molecular partners.  The 
experimental observables include the branching between reactive and nonreactive decay 
channels, kinetic energy release, and quantum state distributions of the products.  
Complementary theoretical investigations reveal regions of strong nonadiabatic coupling, 
known as conical intersections, which facilitate the quenching process.  The dynamical 
outcomes observed experimentally are connected to the local forces and geometric properties 
of the nuclei in the conical intersection region.  Dynamical calculations for the benchmark OH-
H2 system are in good accord with experimental observations, demonstrating that the 
outcomes reflect the strong coupling in the conical intersection region as the system evolves 
from the excited electronic state to quenched products. 
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I.  Introduction 
The hydroxyl radical is an important species in atmospheric and combustion 
environments,(1, 2) where it is often detected by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) on the well-
characterized A 26+ - X 23 band system.(3)  Although electronic excitation of isolated OH 
radicals on the A-X transition would simply result in radiative decay, collisions of electronically 
excited OH A 26+ with partners prevalent in these environments open up alternative 
nonradiative decay pathways that efficiently remove OH from the excited electronic state.  As a 
result, the OH AoX fluorescence emission is partially or fully quenched.  At a practical level, the 
rates for collisional quenching of OH A 26+ by relevant species must be taken into account in 
order to utilize LIF for quantitative measurements of OH concentrations under these 
conditions.(4, 5)  At a more detailed level, one would like to know the mechanism for collisional 
quenching of OH A26+ by at least a few simple partners.  Specifically, does collisional quenching 
occur via reactive and/or nonreactive processes?  What is the branching between these 
processes?  Can additional insights on the mechanism be inferred from the partitioning of the 
initial electronic energy over internal and translational degrees of freedom in the quenched 
products?  At a fundamental level, one would like to understand the nature of the coupling 
between the OH A26+ and X 23 electronic states in the presence of the collision partner that 
gives rise to quenching.  The nonadiabatic coupling between electronic states involves a 
breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the intrinsic assumption that nuclear 
motion evolves on a single adiabatic electronic potential energy surface.(6)  Such nonadiabatic 
processes occur in the photophysics of many molecular systems, ranging from ethylene to DNA, 
in both gaseous and condensed phases, and are an active area of experimental and theoretical 
research in chemical physics today.(7-11) 
The collisional quenching of OH A 26+ by simple molecular partners, e.g. H2, N2, CO, CO2, 
O2, and Kr, provide a rich test bed in which to explore the underlying mechanism for quenching.  
In recent years, it has become possible to extend the kinetic rate studies to dynamical 
measurements that examine the outcomes of quenching, including branching between reactive 
and nonreactive decay processes, kinetic energy release, and quantum state distributions of the 
products.(12-24)  The experimental results exhibit similarities in the outcomes of OH A 26+ 
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quenching with several collision partners, suggesting common features about the nonadiabatic 
dynamics.  For a few of the OH A 26+ + M systems studied experimentally, specifically M= H2, N2, 
CO, and Kr, theoretical investigations have identified regions of strong nonadiabatic coupling, 
known as conical intersections (CI), that facilitate the quenching process.(16, 18-20, 25, 26)  
The four-atom OH A 26+ + H2 system has emerged as a model system for examining the 
nonadiabatic coupling and associated dynamics for collisional quenching.  For this system, 
experimental studies have been complemented by first-principles theoretical calculations of the 
CI regions that couple the OH (A 26+, X 23) + H2 potentials, including the reactive channel to H + 
H2O products, as well as dynamical calculations of the outcomes.(16, 17, 25-31)  Figure 1 
illustrates the minimum energy path from the OH A 26+ + H2 asymptote with the O-side of OH 
pointing toward H2 to a CI in the HO-H2 configuration.(25)  Two pathways then emerge from the 
intersection, leading to OH X23 + H2 products (nonreactive quenching) and H + H2O products 
(reactive quenching).  This one-dimensional picture highlights key features of OH quenching by 
several partners: restricted access from the OH A 26+ + M asymptote to the downhill path 
leading to the CI region, branching in the CI region to multiple product channels, and evolution 
to OH X23 + M and other reaction products. 
This review focuses on experimental studies of outcomes following collisional quenching 
of OH A 26+ and related theoretical investigations of the nonadiabatic couplings and dynamics.  
As will be discussed, the experimental observables provide a reflection of the forces on the 
nuclei as the system evolves from the excited electronic state through regions of strong 
nonadiabatic coupling to separated quenched products.  The quenching outcomes contain 
signatures of the nonadiabatic dynamics, and thereby enable new insights on the mechanism 
for collisional quenching of OH A 26+ by simple molecular partners.   
 
II.  Quenching Kinetic Studies 
Prior kinetic studies have evaluated the bimolecular rate constants kQ and 
corresponding cross sections VQ for electronic quenching of OH A 26+ by various collision 
partners of importance in atmospheric and combustion environments, e.g. N2, O2, CO, CO2, 
H2O.(5, 32-35)  LIF studies of OH radicals on the A-X transition in these environments are 
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subject to significant quenching of the induced fluorescence from the excited A 26+ state.  This 
is evident from reduced fluorescence quantum yields ) and shortened fluorescence lifetimes W 
at atmospheric pressure.(36-38) 
The rate coefficients for quenching have been examined over the temperature ranges 
relevant in these environments and as a function of the OH A 26+ (vc, Nc) quantum state, the 
latter limited to vibrational state vc=0 and various rotational levels Nc in the F1 spin-rotation 
manifold for this review.  The temperature and rotational level dependencies of the rate 
coefficients are similar for many quenching partners.(4, 5, 39)  These trends are illustrated in 
Figure 2 using the extensive data available for the simplest molecular quencher, namely H2.  
Specifically for H2, VQ decreases with increasing temperature over the range from 200 to 1200 K 
with a value of 8.7 Å2 at 298 K.(5, 32-35)  The temperature-dependent trend is captured using 
an empirical form proposed by Henderson and Heard.(5)  At yet lower temperatures sampled in 
studies performed in this laboratory, the quenching cross section would then be expected to be 
even larger than that at 200 K.  The negative temperature dependence indicates that the 
quenching process involves an attractive interaction between the OH A 26+ and H2 partners.  As 
discussed later, theory has shown that an attractive interaction guides the collision pair to 
regions of strong nonadiabatic coupling that lead to removal of OH A26+ population. 
The quenching cross section VQ also decreases with increasing rotational level Nc in the 
excited OH A 26+ state at room temperature, as shown in Figure 2 for H2.(40, 41)  This trend has 
been interpreted as follows:  Increasing rotational excitation leads to averaging over OH 
orientation in the collisional encounter, thereby averaging over a strongly anisotropic 
interaction with respect to OH orientation.  Again, as presented later, theoretical calculations 
have shown that only specific orientations of OH with respect to H2, namely with the O-side of 
OH pointing toward OH, are effective in quenching. 
 
III.  Experimental Methods 
Recent experiments in the Lester laboratory have focused on characterizing the 
products from collisional quenching of OH A 26+ in order to gain insight into the quenching 
mechanism.(12-23)  The experimental studies utilize a pump-probe technique illustrated in 
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Figure 1 to examine the products of collisional quenching events.  Hydroxyl radicals are 
generated in the throat of a pulsed supersonic jet expansion by the 193 nm photolysis of nitric 
acid vapor entrained in a 20-30% mixture of the quenching partner in helium.  An ultraviolet 
pump laser prepares OH with purely electronic excitation in the v഻=0, N഻=0 level of the excited 
A26+ state (4.02 eV) in the collisional region of the expansion.  Both the initial N഻=0 level and 
low temperature in the expansion (average collision energy of a0.025 eV)(20) are expected to 
give rise to large quenching cross sections based on prior kinetic measurements.  For example, 
when H2 is introduced into the carrier gas mixture (30% H2 in He), the OH A 
26+ (vc=0, Nc=0) 
fluorescence lifetime decreases from its radiative value to W=180 ns and ) is reduced to 0.26 
under representative experimental conditions shown in Figure 3 as a result of significant 
quenching by H2; note that He is ineffective in quenching OH.  After a short time delay, a 
spatially overlapped probe laser is used to interrogate the products following quenching under 
single collision conditions.(17)  Nonreactive and reactive quenching products require different 
probe laser schemes, which are discussed below. 
Nonreactive quenching by a collision partner, M, returns OH A 26+ to its ground X 23 
state.  The probe laser in these experiments utilize the OH A-X band system with LIF detection 
as a highly sensitive and selective method to map out the rovibrational (v഼=0-2, N഼) and fine-
structure resolved product state distribution.(12-19)  The fine-structure refers to the spin-orbit 
manifold, F1 or F2, and /-doublet state, 3(A഻) or 3(A഼).  The product state distributions are 
obtained by measuring the probe LIF intensities, initially scaled to a reference line, for each OH 
X 23 product state.  Under saturated LIF conditions, these relative intensities can be converted 
to relative populations after accounting for the fluorescence lifetimes and quantum yields of 
the OH A 26+ (v഻,N഻) levels accessed by the probe transitions, the degeneracies of the upper and 
lower states, and the detection sensitivity, particularly the bandpass filters used in collecting 
fluorescence.  
An important aspect of these studies is determining the branching fraction to 
nonreactive quenching, in particular OH X 23 (v഼=0-2, N഼).  In this case, the relative intensity of 
the very intense pump LIF signal is directly compared to the much weaker probe LIF signals for 
selected product states; the relative intensities are then converted to relative populations.  This 
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measurement allows fractional populations, defined as the fraction of initially excited OH A 26+ 
(v഻=0, N഻=0) that populates a particular OH X 23 (v഼=0-2, N഼) product state, to be determined.  
Typically, the experimental population distribution is fit to a few parameter functional form in 
order to estimate population in unobserved levels.  By summing over product states, the total 
branching fraction to nonreactive quenching is determined.(13)  Analogous branching fraction 
measurements have been made for quenching of NO A 26+ (vc=0) to NO X 23 (v഼=0) by O2, CO, 
CO2, and H2O via ground state recovery measurements.(42) 
Reactive quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) prepared by the pump laser results in 
reaction products being generated.  In the systems discussed below, H-, D- and O-atom 
products are formed with molecular cofragments.(20-23)  Briefly, H-atoms resulting from 
reactive quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) are probed using two-photon excitation and 
collection of the subsequent Lyman-D fluorescence.  By scanning the wavelength of the probe 
laser, the Doppler profiles of the H-atoms are measured; the integrated intensity reflects 
population in the H-atom product channel.  The Doppler profiles yield information regarding 
the translational energy distribution of the H-atom products and associated internal energy of 
the molecular cofragment.  Transformation from a Doppler profile to a product translational 
energy, P(ET), distribution can be carried out by fitting the profile to a Gaussian distribution.  
The fwhm of the distribution can be directly related to a translational temperature assuming a 
Boltzmann distribution.(43)  An alternative rigorous transformation was used for Doppler 
profiles with more complicated lineshapes.(23)  A two-photon LIF probe scheme is similarly 
applied to study O-atom products with fine-structure resolution; however, the smaller Doppler 
shift for the heavier atom prevents Doppler profiles from being obtained at the experimental 
laser resolution.  Experimental observation of O-atoms following reactive quenching of OH 
A26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by different molecular partners reflects population in that product channel. 
Some other experimental methods have been used to probe the outcomes of collisional 
quenching.  Ortiz-Suarez et al. used a fixed source, rotatable detector crossed molecular beam 
apparatus to investigate reactive quenching of OH A 26+ by D2 at a much higher collision energy 
of 0.16 eV.(24)  While the pump step is the same as that above, the probe step involves a 
Rydberg tagging time-of-flight method of the D-atoms generated under single collision 
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conditions from reactive quenching.  The time-of-flight spectra and angular distribution of the 
tagged D-atoms are recorded and transformed into center-of-mass translational energy 
distributions, which gives information regarding the internal energy of the molecular 
cofragment.  Another promising technique for examining the outcomes of quenching is IR 
emission from vibrationally excited products, as demonstrated in work by Hancock and 
coworkers on quenching of NO A 26+ by NO, N2O and CO2.(44, 45) 
 
IV.  Outcomes from Nonreactive Quenching 
A.  Branching to Nonreactive Quenching 
The branching to nonreactive quenching varies greatly depending on the collision 
partner, yet there is no a priori way to predict the branching ratio.  As shown in Figure 4, the 
percentage of quenching collisions which returns OH to its ground X 23 electronic state in v഼=0-
2 ranges from nearly 100% to 0%.  Quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by Kr results in 95% of 
products detected in the nonreactive quenching pathway.(19)  Quenching collisions with N2 
also overwhelmingly results in nonreactive quenching  ?A? ? ?%].(18)  The small balance is thought 
to appear in yet higher rotational states that could not be probed by LIF due to rapid electronic 
predissociation of the upper state.  Reactive quenching pathways have not been detected.(46) 
The branching fraction measurements for quenching collisions of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) 
with CO2 and O2 also show significant population in the nonreactive quenching pathway, 62% 
and 40% respectively.(15)  However, a large portion of quenched population is not observed.  
This could indicate OH X 23 population in yet higher vibrational and/or rotational levels that 
cannot be detected by LIF.  However, a more likely explanation is that reactive quenching is 
significant in these systems, as demonstrated in a later investigation with O2 as the collision 
partner.(20)  
Nonreactive quenching is only a minor pathway with H2 or D2 as the collision partner 
[12% and 15%, respectively].(14)  Furthermore, quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by CO did 
not result in observable OH X 23 (v഼, N഼) products from nonreactive quenching.(20)  Reactive 
quenching pathways in these systems clearly dominate the quenching mechanism as discussed 
below.  
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B.  OH X 
23 Vibrational Distributions 
The branching to nonreactive quenching can be further broken down into the branching 
to specific OH X 23 vibrational levels, shown in Figure 4.  The overwhelming trend for these 
quenching partners is that OH X 23 is produced primarily in v഼=0 with significantly less 
population in v഼=1 and even less in v഼=2.  Given this trend, we will discuss the vibrational 
distributions for these collision partners as a whole.  On average, a75% of the nonreactive 
quenching events produce OH X 23 in v഼=0.  Typically, less than 20% of nonreactive quenching 
products are produced in v഼=1.  In the OH + H2/D2 systems, a small amount of population was 
observed in v഼=2, accounting for less than 5% of the nonreactive quenching outcomes.(14)  The 
predominant population of OH X 23 (v഼=0) upon quenching is indicative of a small change in OH 
bond length from the excited electronic state through regions of nonadiabatic coupling to 
ground state products. 
 
C.  OH X 
23 Rotational Distributions 
The OH X 23 product rotational distributions were probed with rovibrational and fine-
structure resolution following nonreactive quenching of OH A 26+ with the collision partner of 
interest.  Only the OH X 23 (v഼=0, N഼) distributions are discussed here; the v഼=1 distributions 
are very similar.  In each system, the OH X 23 product rotational distribution was fit to a simple 
functional form, and these fits are shown in Figure 4.  Overall, a large degree of OH X23 
rotational excitation results from collisional quenching. 
For nonreactive quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by Kr, the OH X 23 (v഼=0, N഼) 
distribution exhibits a peak at N഼a9, followed by a slight dip and then a second peak N഼a17.(19)  
The average rotational energy is  cc  0rotE v  = 4400 cm-1.  The doubly peaked rotational 
distribution in the OH + Kr system is different than other systems studied, although there is still 
an overall high degree of rotational excitation.   
Quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by N2 exhibits an even higher degree of rotational 
excitation.(18)  The rotational distribution is broad, increasing to a peak at N഼A? ? ?, and then 
gradually falling off to higher energy.  Population was detected out to N഼A? ? ? ?ďĞǇŽŶĚǁŚŝĐŚ
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rapid predissociation in the OH A 26+ state used for LIF detection prevented probing higher 
rotational levels.  The average rotational energy of this highly nonstatistical distribution is 
 cc  0rotE v  = 6540 cm-1. 
Quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by CO2 results in a more moderate degree of 
rotational excitation.(15)  The rotational distribution peaks at N഼A? ? ?dŚĞĂǀĞƌĂŐĞƌŽƚĂƚŝŽŶĂů
energy is  cc  0rotE v = 1840 cm-1, which is lower than the other systems studied by about 
3000 cm-1.  This distribution, unlike other systems, can be well characterized by a rotational 
temperature of a2250 K.   
Quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by O2 is again nonthermal and shows a large degree 
of rotational excitation.(15)  The product rotational distribution increases to a peak at N഼A? ? ? ?
This distribution has  cc  0rotE v  = 4780 cm-1. 
Quenching of OH A 26+ (v഻=0, N഻=0) by H2 and D2 results in very similar degrees of high 
rotational excitation.(13, 14, 16)  The OH X 23 distribution peaks around N഼= 15 and N഼=17 
following quenching by H2 and D2, respectively.  The average rotational energy in the OH + H2 
system was found to be  cc  0rotE v  = 4480 cm-1, after including several higher rotational 
levels measured later in Ref. (13) and reanalyzed in Ref. (17).  The average rotational energy 
was only slightly higher in the OH + D2 system at  cc  0rotE v = 4600 cm-1. 
The extent of rotational excitation across the range of diatomic quenching partners (and 
Kr) cannot be understood from a purely kinematic perspective.  If the collision partner is 
assumed to be structureless, the degree of rotational excitation in the OH X 23 products would 
scale with the reduced mass of the system, Kr > O2 > N2 > D2 > H2,(14) which differs considerably 
from the observed trend. The high degree of OH X 23 product rotational excitation seen in 
most systems is a signature that reflects the mechanism for quenching as discussed later. 
 
D.  OH X 
23 Fine Structure Distributions 
For each system investigated, all four OH X 23 fine structure components were probed 
for at least a subset of N഼ levels.  Across these systems, the F1 and F2 spin-orbit levels were 
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equally populated for a given N഼.(14, 15, 17-19)  This lack of spin-orbit preference shows that in 
the generation of rotational angular momentum, both vector couplings with electron spin are 
equally probable. 
The propensity for populating specific /-doublet states was also investigated.  In the 
high N limit, the /-doublet population reflects the alignment of the orbital containing the 
unpaired electron either parallel [3(A഻)] or perpendicular ([3(A഼)] to the plane of OH nuclear 
rotation.  Only the OH + H2, including its isotopic variants, and OH + N2 systems showed any 
significant degree of orbital alignment.(14, 18)  In both cases, OH X 23 is formed preferentially 
in the 3(A഻)/-doublet with the half-filled pS orbital lying in the OH rotation plane.  This 
propensity will be discussed later and linked to properties of the potentials involved in the 
quenching mechanism. 
 
V.  Outcomes from Reactive Quenching 
Reactive quenching is defined as those collisional quenching processes that result in 
new products being formed.  The energy available to the products, 
avlE , is defined as
avl h rxn coll
E E H EQ '  , where QhE is the excitation energy, ' rxnH  is the reaction enthalpy, and 
collE  is the collision energy.  Of the collision partners discussed in the previous sections, 
quenching of OH A26+ by CO2, O2, H2/D2, and CO result in a significant fraction of products in 
reactive channels based on the branching fraction measurements presented in Section IV A.  
The studies described here focus on reactive quenching pathways that yield atomic products, 
specifically H, D, or O atoms.   
Reactive quenching of OH A 26+ by O2 accounts for up to 60% of quenching 
outcomes.(15)  There are several possible reactive products that are energetically accessible 
from the OH A 26+ + O2 asymptote, including H 2S + O3.  For this channel, the resultant P(ET) 
distribution shown in Figure 5 spans the 0.68 eV of 
avlE  with TE = 0.25 eV, indicating that 
a35% of 
avlE  goes into product translation.(20)  The product translational energy distribution is 
similar to that of a statistical process, that is, the excess energy appears to be randomized in 
the OH-O2 collision pair.  Direct comparison of the H-atom yield from quenching of OH A 
26+ by 
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O2 and H2,(20, 21, 23) indicates that a12% of quenching collisions result in H + O3 products.  The 
remainder of the quenched products (a48%) follows the O 3P + HO2 (X, A) ( avlE  = 1.69 eV, 0.82 
eV) pathway.  The O-atom products are detected with a statistical 3PJ fine structure distribution, 
but possible electronic and/or internal excitation of the HO2 fragment could not be 
determined.(20) 
Reactive quenching of OH A 26+ by H2 results in formation of H + H2O products ( avlE  = 
4.72 eV).  Reactive quenching is the dominant contribution (a88%); only 12% follows the 
nonreactive quenching pathway.  The derived P(ET) distribution is highly nonstatistical, as 
shown in Figure 5.(21-23)  The distribution exhibits a prominent peak at low translational 
energy (below 0.5 eV), accounting for 60% of the reactive products.  A secondary, broader 
feature is evident at higher translational energy, peaking at a2.6 eV, with a tail that extends to 
the energetic limit.  The average product translational energy is 0.84 eV or 18% of 
avlE .  The 
balance of the excess energy flows into H2O internal energy, resulting in highly excited  ?ŚŽƚ ?
water products.   
The deuterated variants of this system have also been studied.  Quenching of OD A26+ 
by H2 generates H + HOD and D + H2O products.(23)  Quenching of OH A 
26+ by D2 to form D + 
HOD and H + D2O products yields analogous results,(22, 23) albeit with H- and D-atom findings 
reversed.  For OD A 26+ + H2, the primary H + HOD channel accounts for 75% of the reactive 
quenching outcomes; the secondary D + H2O channel is also notable with 25% of outcomes.  
The highly nonstatistical P(ET) distribution for H + HOD products exhibits a strong peak at low 
translational energy (below 0.5 eV) and a long tail extending to the energetic limit as shown in 
Figure 5.  The H + HOD products have an average translational energy of 0.48 eV, which 
corresponds to 10% of 
avlE .  By contrast, the D + H2O channel exhibits a small peak at low 
product translational energy (below 0.5 eV), a distinctive secondary peak at a1.8 eV, and then 
falls off toward the energetic limit.  The D + H2O products have an average translational energy 
of 0.82 eV, corresponding to 18% of 
avlE .  This secondary pathway for quenching is attributed 
to an insertion-like process since the O from OD appears to insert into the H2 bond to form D + 
H2O products.  The distinctive peak at higher translation energy is associated with this process.  
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Adding together the P(ET) distributions for the H + HOD and D + H2O channels from OD A 
26+ + 
H2 yields a total P(ET) distribution which is similar to that found for quenching of OH A 
26+ by H2. 
Ortiz-Suarez et al. used crossed molecular beam scattering at significantly higher 
collision energy to study reactive quenching of OH A 26+ by D2 forming D + HOD.(24)  The D-
atom products were found to be predominately forward scattered with a minor backward 
scattering component relative to the incident D2.  The angular scattering distribution indicates a 
direct mechanism in which OH A 26+ abstracts a D-atom from D2 at relatively large impact 
parameters and the newly formed HOD continues in the same direction as the incident OH 
A26+ beam.  Their kinetic energy distribution for the D-atom products peaks at a0.55 eV with 
an average product translational energy of 0.8 eV.  This corresponds to 16% of 
avlE , consistent 
with a large fraction of 
avlE (a84%) released as internal excitation of the water product.  The 
change in the P(ET) distribution compared to Ref. (23) may reflect a strong dependence of 
quenching on collision energy.   
Finally, reactive quenching of OH A 26+ by CO can result in H + CO2 ( avlE  = 5.08 eV) and O 
+ HCO (
avlE  = 0.23 eV) products; no OH X 
23 (v഼=0-1, N഼) products from nonreactive quenching 
are detected.(20)  A branching fraction measurement, directly comparing the H-atom yield 
from quenching of OH A 26+ by CO and H2,(20, 21, 23) indicates that a1/4 of quenching 
collisions result in H + CO2.  A similar comparison of the O-atom yield from quenching of OH 
A26+ by CO and O2 shows that a3/4 follows the O + HCO pathway.  For the H + CO2 channel, the 
nonstatistical P(ET) distribution is peaked at low translational energy release with an average 
energy of 0.29 eV.  Only a6% of 
avlE goes into product translation, leaving nearly 4.8 eV on 
average as highly internally excited CO2.  The O-atom products exhibit a statistical 
3PJ fine 
structure distribution; no information is obtained on possible internal excitation of the HCO 
fragment. 
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VI.  Theoretical Exploration of OH A 
26+ Quenching by Molecular Partners 
A.  General Considerations 
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation (BOA) is the cornerstone for studying chemical 
processes through quantum mechanics.  The separation of electronic and nuclear motion, made 
possible by neglecting the first and second derivatives of the electronic wavefunction with 
respect to the nuclear coordinates, allow for heavy nuclei to move on a single potential energy 
surface created by the much faster moving electrons.  However, when potentials approach 
each other closely, the coupling between the nuclear and electronic motion becomes important 
and the BOA breaks down.  This coupling, often called derivative or nonadiabatic coupling, is 
defined in terms of the change in the electronic wavefunction with respect to nuclear 
coordinates divided by the energy difference between the electronic states.(6)  The breakdown 
of the BOA is ubiquitous, especially in larger systems, and allows for nonadiabatic events to 
take place in regions of strong coupling known as conical intersections (CI).(8-11)  
In a molecular system with N internal degrees of freedom, degeneracy between 
electronic states will be found in a subspace of N-2 dimensions.(47)  The nuclear coordinates 
that ůŝŶĞĂƌůǇůŝĨƚƚŚĞĚĞŐĞŶĞƌĂĐǇĚĞĨŝŶĞĂ ?ďƌĂŶĐŚŝŶŐƐƉĂĐĞ ?with associated vectors known as 
the energy difference (or tuning) coordinate g and the interstate coupling coordinate h.(48-50)  
When plotted in these two nuclear coordinates, the CI resembles a double cone and hence the 
name conical intersection.(51)  The topography and the tilt of the cone are illustrated for the 
OH + H2 system in Figure 6, along with the g and h vectors superimposed on the geometric 
configuration at this CI.(26)  The remaining N-2 dimensions in which the degeneracy is 
ŵĂŝŶƚĂŝŶĞĚĨŽƌŵĂ ?ƐĞĂŵ ?ŽĨ/ ?dŚŝƐƐĞĂŵŝƐŵĂĚĞƵƉŽĨ ĂŶŝŶĨŝŶŝƚĞŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨ/Ɛ; the lowest 
energy CI is called the minimum energy crossing (MEX). 
Much attention has been focused on understanding the regions at or near points of CI. 
(8-11)  Derivative couplings between the electronic states are very strong in the vicinity of the 
CI (and infinitely large at the point of CI), which enables these regions to have a profound effect 
on nuclear dynamics.  CIs allow for population to be funneled from one electronic potential to 
another, opening up nonradiative decay pathways.  In the examples that follow, electronic 
quenching occurs via passage through regions of CI.  This review is not intended to be an 
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exhaustive study of the theoretical treatment of conical intersections, but rather a focused look 
in Section VI. B. at the local forces in the vicinity of CIs relevant to quenching in OH A 26+ + M 
systems for M = H2, N2, and CO; no theoretical studies are currently available for M = O2 and 
CO2.  (Theoretical studies for M = Kr have recently been undertaken,(19) but are not presented 
in detail here.)  In addition, theoretical advances are allowing for dynamical calculations that 
include these regions of strong coupling for OH A 26+ + H2 as outlined in Section VI. C.  For a 
more detailed review of conical intersections, including relevant mathematical formulae and 
more complete references on the subject, we point the reader to several other reviews on this 
topic.(8-11) 
 
B.  Regions of Conical Intersection for OH A 
26+ + H2, N2 and CO 
This section focuses on the local forces in the CI regions relevant to quenching of OH 
A26+ by H2, N2 and CO.  The earliest ab initio calculations by Walch in 1997 revealed a CI region 
in a C2v HO-H2 configuration,(25) accessible in a barrierless path from the OH A26+ + H2 
asymptote when the O-side of the OH radical points toward the H2 as shown in Figure 1.  
Reversing the orientation of OH A26+, such that the H-side of the OH radical points toward H2, 
leads to an attractive well region,(52, 53) previously probed in spectroscopic studies of the OH-
H2 pre-reactive van der Waals complex,(25, 54-56) but not to the CI region and quenched 
products.  Significant barriers to internal rotation of OH on the excited state surface limit access 
to the CI region to OH A 26+ + H2 collisions with the O-side of OH directed toward H2. 
In 2000, Hoffman and Yarkony carried out electronic structure calculations for 
quenching of OH A 26+ by H2 that identified representative points along seams of CI in C2v, Cfv, 
and Cs configurations,(26) building on earlier work,(57, 58) in each case with the O-side of OH 
pointing toward H2, but with H2 in any possible orientation with respect to OH.  These seams 
can be accessed in a barrierless path from the OH A26+ + H2 asymptote.  In addition, they 
mapped out the topography in the vicinity of the CI and defined the unique g-h branching plane 
from which the potentials separate linearly.(26)  For the OH + H2 MEX shown in Figure 6, the 
energy difference gradient g vector drives the OH and H2 moieties toward (+g) or away ( ?g) 
from one another as they approach and exit from the CI.  The +g vector leads toward reactive 
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quenching, while the  ?g vector promotes the nonreactive quenching channel.  The interstate 
coupling h vector puts a torque on the OH radical in the vicinity of the CI, likely giving rise to the 
significant rotational excitation of the OH X 23 products from nonreactive quenching. 
For the OH (A 26+, X 23) + N2 system, ab initio calculations by Walch in 1997 identified a 
barrierless path from the OH A 26+ + N2 asymptote with the O-side of OH pointing toward N2 to 
a CI in a linear HO-N2 configuration.(25)  This CI region was ascribed as the critical region for 
quenching.  [The lower dimensional OH + Kr system is similar, with calculations indicating that 
only the O-side of OH interacting with Kr results in quenching.(19)]  In 2009, Matsika performed 
further electronic structure calculations for the OH (A 26+, X 23) + N2 system focused on 
characterizing the region of conical intersection, specifically the g/h branching space and 
topography of the CI.(18)  The Cartesian representations of the g and h vectors for HO-N2, 
shown in Figure 6 of Ref. (18), are remarkably similar to those for HO-H2 (Figure 6).  In both 
systems, the interstate coupling vector, h, places a torque on the OH moiety as it moves 
through the region of CI, which is qualitatively linked to the large degree of rotational excitation 
of the OH X 23 products observed experimentally.  The HO-N2 system differs in having a 
significant tilt of the cone toward the  ?g direction, which drives the OH and N2 species away 
from one another after passing through the CI.  The tilt favors the nonreactive quenching 
channel, which is the only channel seen experimentally. 
The OH (A 26+, X 23) + CO system was originally investigated via electronic structure 
calculations and classical trajectory studies in 1988.(59, 60)  While the earlier work mapped out 
regions of the excited state surface with strong nonadiabatic coupling, a more recent 
theoretical study(20) has taken advantage of the significant advances in algorithms(49, 61) to 
identify and characterize points of conical intersection between states of the same symmetry.  
The geometric configurations, energy difference gradients, and interstate couplings for four 
MEXs were identified.  Three of these intersections occur when the oxygen side of OH points 
toward CO.  Since this system proceeds dominantly to reactive quenching, these three regions 
of intersection likely lead to the formation of H + CO2, which was experimentally determined to 
account for 25% of quenching outcomes.  The g and h vectors [see Figure 6 of Ref. (20)] suggest 
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that CO2 products would be vibrationally excited, consistent with the minimal translational 
energy seen experimentally. 
Interestingly, the OH + CO system was the first instance where a conical intersection 
accessible from the OH A 26+ + M asymptote has been found when the H-side of OH points 
towards its quenching partner.  Moreover, a barrierless path has been identified along a seam 
of conical intersection that drives OC + HO toward reaction, forming HCO + O products.  The 
dominant HCO + O product channel (75% of quenching outcomes) has been attributed to the 
presence of this seam of intersection.  In this case, the g vector suggests that the HCO products 
could be formed with bend excitation. 
 
C.  Dynamical Calculations of Quenching for OH A 
26+ + H2 
This section describes dynamical calculations for quenching of OH A 26+ by H2, and the 
potentials developed for such applications.  /Ŷ ? ? ? ? ?<ųŽƐĂŶĚůĞǆĂŶĚĞƌĐĂƌƌŝĞĚŽƵƚĞǆƚĞŶƐŝǀĞ
calculations to explore the potentials (planar) for the lowest states of Ac (1Ac and 2Ac) symmetry 
correlating with OH (A26+, X 23) + H2 as well as the fully repulsive state of As (1As) symmetry 
derived from OH X 23 + H2.(16)  The Ac surfaces couple together at the CI region.  The potentials 
reveal steep gradients away from the HO-H2 CI region as a function of both OH orientation and 
intermolecular distance.  These angular forces will lead to rotational excitation of the 
electronically quenched OH products, as seen experimentally.  Additionally, assuming the 
dynamics favor passage through the CI in planar geometries, the highly rotationally excited OH 
products would be expected to emerge primarily in the 3( Ac) /-doublet level, as observed 
experimentally. 
In 2010, Bowman and coworkers carried out classical trajectory studies to explore the 
outcomes of collisional quenching of OH A26+ by H2 by examining the post-quenching dynamics 
initiated at various points along the seams of CI.(17, 27, 28)  The initial momenta were sampled 
partially microcanonically, corresponding to a diabatic model for the dynamics.  Trajectories 
were propagated on full dimensional, electronically adiabatic potentials to predict the 
properties of the products. 
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The OH X 23 products from nonreactive quenching are predicted to have a substantial 
degree of rotational excitation and little vibrational excitation, in good agreement with 
experimental results.(17, 27, 28)  Specifically, nonreactive quenching of OH/D A26+ by H2 yields 
an experimental product rotational distribution for the most populated vs=0 level that peaks at 
Nsa15 for OH X 23 and Nsa21 for OD X 23.  In both cases, the trajectory calculations show 
similar rotational distributions peaked at even higher rotational excitation and slightly warmer 
vibrational distributions for the OH and OD X 23 products.  The as yet unobserved H2 products 
of nonreactive quenching are also predicted to have significant vibrational excitation in 
2H
Q =1 
and 2. 
The trajectory calculations predict a branching ratio that strongly favors reactive 
quenching with a reactive to nonreactive branching ratio of 70:30.(27, 28)  This is in accord with 
experimental branching fraction measurements which also show nonreactive quenching to be 
the minor pathway (d 20%).(14)  The calculations predict that reactive quenching proceeds via 
an abstraction mechanism nearly exclusively with only a small contribution from insertion.  
Representative trajectories of these processes(17) are available online.(62)  However, 
experiments utilizing isotopic labeling clearly show a much more substantial role of insertion 
leading to H-atom products from OH A 26+ + D2 and D-atom products from OD A 26+ + H2.(22, 
23) 
The trajectory calculations predict the H/D-atom translational energy distributions for 
the OH A26+ + H2 and D2 abstraction pathways,(27, 28) peaked at 0.4 and 0.8 eV, respectively, 
which are somewhat higher than determined experimentally.(21-23)  Quite interestingly, the 
calculations indicate a high probability of bend excitation (up to 19 quanta!) for the very highly 
vibrationally excited H2O or HOD products.(28)  A lesser degree of symmetric and asymmetric 
stretch excitation of the H2O or HOD products is also predicted.  The high degree of vibrational 
ĞǆĐŝƚĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌƚŚĞ ?ŚŽƚ ?ǁĂƚĞƌƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐĐĂŶďĞƵŶĚĞƌƐƚŽŽĚďǇĐŽŵƉĂƌŝŶŐƚŚĞŐĞŽŵĞƚƌŝĐ
properties of HO-H2 at the CI region(26) with the equilibrium structure of the H2O product.  The 
HOH bond angle is highly extended at the CI, resulting in a large degree of bend excitation of 
the H2O product.  In addition, the newly formed OH bond is elongated at the CI, resulting in OH 
stretch excitation of the water product. 
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Experimental studies of OH A26+ + H2 reactive quenching in the Hancock group are 
utilizing FTIR emission to characterize the quantum state distribution of the vibrationally 
excited H2O products, which may be even hotter than theoretical predictions.(63)  Most 
recently, Bowman and coworkers have reexamined the quantized vibrational distribution of the 
H2O products.  They focused on the overtone bending distribution and its combination with 
different asymmetric stretch states, the latter having large IR emission oscillator strength.(64) 
In 2010, Han and coworkers in 2010 reported time-dependent wave-packet calculations 
of the nonadiabatic quenching dynamics for OH A26+ by H2 and D2 on the 1Ac and 2Ac 
potentials restricted to a plane.(29, 30)  They computed integral cross sections for the reactive 
and nonreactive quenching channels and quantum state distributions for the nonreactive 
channel.  They found a high degree of rotational excitation of the quenched OH X 23 products, 
as observed experimentally, and also predict highly vibrationally excited H2 (up to 
2H
Q =6) 
products (not yet observed).  Interestingly, their calculations indicate substantial changes in the 
integral cross sections with collision energy. 
More recently, Collins, Zhang, and coworkers have constructed diabatic potentials for 
the three electronic states of OH (A 26+, X 23) + H2.(31)  They have utilized surface-hopping 
classical trajectories of the quenching dynamics at collision energies commensurate with the 
crossed beam study of Ortiz-Suarez et al.,(24) and obtain good agreement in the distributions 
of kinetic energy and scattering angle to HOD + D products.  In ongoing work, Truhlar, Bowman 
and coworkers are also developing new diabatic potentials and couplings for OH (A 26+, X 23) + 
H2,(65) which are expected to facilitate simulations of the electronically nonadiabatic collision 
dynamics.  Finally, Dillon and Yarkony have recently identified an additional pathway for 
reactive quenching of OH A 26+ + H2,(66) which may be the origin of the insertion mechanism 
seen experimentally.  Portions of the path are nonplanar, facilitating the formation of three 
equivalent OH bonds of H3O, which could break and yield H-atom products. 
 
VII.  Conclusions  
The electronic quenching of OH A 26+ has been investigated for many molecular 
partners of importance in atmospheric and combustion environments.  The outcomes of these 
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collisional quenching events provide experimental observables that reflect on the nonadiabatic 
coupling as the system evolves to nonreactive or reactive products.  The general trends 
observed are summarized here.  The large cross sections for collisional quenching are indicative 
of fast dynamics and strong coupling between the OH (A26+, X 23) + M potentials in very 
limited regions, e.g. O-side of OH pointing toward M, of the available configuration space.  The 
minimal vibrational excitation of the OH X 23 products shows that the OH bondlength is 
essentially unchanged as it switches from the excited A 26+ to ground X 23 electronic state.  On 
the other hand, the quite significant rotational excitation of the OH X 23 products is indicative 
of a strong torque placed on the OH radical in the vicinity of the CI; for N2 and H2 collision 
partners, this torque is readily apparent from the interstate coupling vector h.  In these same 
systems, the 3(A഻) /-doublet propensity of the OH X 23 products appears to reflect the Ac 
symmetry of the potentials at the crossing.  The kinetic energy release to H, D, and O-atom 
reaction products and the corresponding internal energy of the cofragment provides additional 
insight on the geometric configuration at the CI, particularly when it differs greatly from the 
equilibrium structure of the products.  In some cases, such as the H2O products from OH A 
26+ + 
H2, the configuration at the CI maps onto highly vibrationally excited products.  Finally, the pitch 
and tilt of the cone at the intersection influences the branching between nonreactive and 
reactive quenching events.  Still needed are quantum scattering and/or classical dynamics 
calculations to evaluate quenching cross sections, branching between multiple reactive and 
nonreactive product channels, as well as the quantum state and kinetic energy distributions of 
the products.  Such studies are underway by several theoretical groups for the benchmark 
systems described here. 
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Figure 1.  Simplified reaction coordinate for quenching of OH A26+ by H2 [adapted from Ref. 
(25)] via the C2v HO-H2 conical intersection [from Ref. (26)].  Both nonreactive quenching 
producing OH X 23 + H2 and reactive quenching to H2O + H are illustrated.  The pump excitation 
that prepares OH A26+ (vc=0, Nc=0) and probe schemes utilized for detection of the quenched 
OH X23 and H-atom products are indicated. 
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Figure 2.  Cross sections VQ for quenching of OH A 26+ (vc=0, Nc) by H2 are shown as a function 
of temperature and initial rotational level Nc with data from Refs. (5, 40, 41).  The temperature-
dependent trend is modeled by an empirical relationship proposed by Henderson and Heard in 
Ref. (5). 
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Figure 3.  Fluorescence decays for OH A 26+ (vc=0, Nc=0) in a pure He carrier gas (black) and 30% 
H2 in He gas mixture (red) under similar experimental conditions.  The decreased fluorescence 
lifetime and integrated intensity with H2 is attributed to quenching in the collisional region of 
the supersonic expansion.  By contrast, He is an ineffective quencher and the observed 
fluorescence lifetime is approximately equal to the radiative lifetime.   
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Figure 4.  Nonreactive quenching of OH A 26+ (ǀඁ=0, Eඁ=0) by various collision partners results in 
OH X 23 (ǀං=0-2, Eං) products.  The total branching to OH X 23 (ǀං=0-2) as well as the separate 
OH X 23 (ǀං=0) and (ǀං=1) components are shown in the left-hand panel.  Rotational 
distributions of OH X 23 (ǀං=0, Eං) products are plotted as a function of rotational energy and 
rotational level (Eං) in the right-hand panel.  The distributions are fits to experimental data 
from Refs. (13-15, 17-19), scaled such that the integrated areas correspond to the branching to 
OH X 23 (ǀං=0) for each collision partner. 
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Figure 5.  Translational energy distributions P(ET) as a function of total kinetic energy released 
(TKER) following reactive quenching of OH/D A 26+ (ǀඁ=0) by different collision partners.  The fits 
to experimental data from Refs. (20, 23) are scaled such that the integrated area corresponds 
to the branching to the reactive pathway producing H- or D-atoms for each collision partner.  
The inset shows a magnification of the ordinate axis. 
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Figure 6.  A three dimensional plot of a representative C2v cone of intersection in the OH (A 26+, 
X 23) + H2 system (left) and Cartesian representation of the g (energy difference, black arrow) 
and h (interstate coupling, blue arrow) vectors (right) adapted from Figure 2a of Ref. (26).  The 
g vectors drive the OH and H2 moieties toward or away from one another as they approach and 
exit from the CI, ultimately leading to reactive or nonreactive quenching.  The h vectors 
illustrate the torque being placed on the OH radical in the vicinity of the CI.  The g and h vectors 
lie along the x and y coordinates, respectively, and zero energy is defined as the branching 
plane. 
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